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Abst rac t - -We consider the solution of delay differential equations by using boundary value meth- 
ods (BVMs) These methods reqmre the solution of some nonsymmetrm, large, and sparse linear 
systems In thin paper, these systems are solved by using the GMRES method A mixed-type block- 
clrculant precondltloner with clrculant blocks (BCCB precondltloner) is proposed to speed up the 
convergence rate of the GMRES method If an Ak~,k2-stable BVM is used and the system matrmes 
of delay differential equations are normal, then the BCCB precondltloner is revertible. The advan- 
tage of using such kind of precondltmner is that we can use two-dimensional fast Fourier transform 
to reduce the operation cost Numerical results are given to show the effect]veness of our methods 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the solution of delay differential equations (DDEs), 
y'  (t) = JnY (t) + D~y (t - 7) + f(t), t > to, 
(1) 
y (t) = q~(t), t < to, 
where y(t ) ,  f(t) ,  4)(t) : R --~ R~; J~, D~ E R'~×'~ and v > 0 ~s a constant  number.  Such kind of 
equat ions appear  in many appl ications [1,2]. 
Boundary  value methods  (BVMs) that  we used are relat ively new numerical  methods  for solving 
ordinary differential equat ions (ODEs),  and these methods  are based on the l inear mult istep 
formulae (LMF),  see [1]. We remark that  BVMs can also be used for solving delay differential 
equat ions [3]. By applying a BVM,  the discrete solut ion of (1) is given by the solution of a l inear 
system, 
My = b, 
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where M depends on the LMF used. The advantage in using BVMs over classical initial value 
methods comes from the stability properties of BVMs, see for instance [1]. 
Bertaccini [4] proposed to use BVMs with GMRES method [5] to solve initial value problems 
(IVPs) of ODEs. In order to speed up the convergence rate of GMRES method, he proposed 
two block-circulant preconditioners. The use of circulant preconditioners for solving structured 
linear systems has been studied extensively since 1986, see [6,7]. In [8], Chan, Ng, and Jin 
proposed a preconditloner called the Strang-type block-circulant preconditioner for solving linear 
systems from IVPs. The Strang-type preconditioner was also used to solve linear systems from 
differential-algebraic equations, see [9]. Lei and Jin [10] proposed a block-circulant preconditioner 
with circulant blocks (BCCB preconditioner) for solving ODEs. In this paper, we will propose a
new BCCB preconditioner for solving DDEs. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall BVMs and some preconditioners, a 
mixed-type BCCB preconditioner is proposed at the end of this section. We introduce the stability 
of BVMs and discuss the invembility of the mixed-type BCCB preconditioner in Section 3. The 
spectral analysis and operation cost are given in Section 4 and numerical examples are given in 
Section 5. 
2. BVMS AND PRECONDIT IONERS 
For DDEs in (1), in order to find a reasonable numerical solution, we require that the solution 
of (1) is asymptotically stable. We have the following lemma, see [11]. 
LEMMA 1. I£ 
1A (J~) -- ~ m~x (J~ + J : )  < 0, 
where/~max(') denotes the largest eigenvalue and 
w(J ) + IlD l12 < 0, (2) 
then solution of (1) is asymptotically stable. 
Let 
h = T/m (3) 
be the step size where m is a positive integer. By using a BVM with (kl, k2)-boundary conditions, 
we have 
k k 
E a'YV+'-kl = h E 13~ (JnYp+,-kl + Dnyp+,-kl-m + fp+*-k,), (4) 
z=O ~=0 
for p ---- k i , . . . ,  N - 1, where k -- ki + k2, {a,} and {13,} are coefficients of the given BVM, see [1]. 
By providing the values, 
Y--m,. • .,Y0, Yi, -. • ,Ykl--1, YN, • • • ,YN+k2-1, (5) 
equation (4) can be written in a matrix form as 
My -- b, (6) 
with 
M = A ® I,~ - hB ® J~ - hC ® D~. (7) 
Here, In E R ~×~ is the identity matrix, Jn, Dn are the matrices from (1), and "®" is the 
Kronecker product. The vector y in (6) is defined by 
T T = •,  YN-1)  C ~n(N-kt). yT (Yk l ,Yk l+ l ,  " • T 
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The right-hand side b E ]R n(N-kl) of (6) depends on f, the boundary values (5) and the coefficients 
of the method The A, B, and C in (7) are Toeplitz matrices in R (g-k l )×(N-kl)  and defined as 
follows, 
A = 
(Rkl  - . .  Oz k 
• .• • • . .  
{ ~0 " '  " '  "" • . " .  
Ol 0 . . .  OLk 1 
B = 
... ] 
~ • • - .•  -• 
0 "'" "'• "" /~k ' 
• . • .•  
/~0 ... Plk~ 
C = 
O 
• ,• ' . •  ' •o  
see [3]. We remark that the first column of C is given by 
O 
T 
The Strang-type block-circulant preconditioner for (6) is defined as follows in [3], 
S = s (A) ® In - hs (B) ® Jn - hs (C) ® D~, (8) 
where s(E) is Strang's circulant preconditioner of matrix E, for E = A, B, and C. More precisely, 
t l for any given Toeplitz matr ix Tz = [ *-3]~,3=1 -- [tq], Strang's circulant preconditioner s(Tl) is a 
circulant matrix with diagonals given by 
tq, 
[s (T~)]q = tq_ .  
[s (T~)]l+ q, 
o _< q _< [l/2J, 
L//2J < q < l, 
O<-q<l•  
Another type of circulant preconditioner usually used is Chan's circulant preconditioner which 
is defined not only for Toeplitz matrices but also for general matrices. For a given matrix 
A = [a~j]~,3=l, Chan's circulant preconditioner c(A) is 
(1 ) 
c(A) = E E a,, ~, 
k=0 I - j - -k (modn)  
where Q is given by 
Q _ [i 0 i] 1 • .  • .• •°°  
.-- 0 1 
see [7,12]. For Chan's preconditioner, we have the following important lemma, see [13]. 
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LEMMA 2. I rE  is a normaI matrix, we have 
maxl A, (e (E))I _%< m~Lx ]Al (E)I 
l 
where Az(.) denotes the/th eigenvalue. Furthermore, if
maxRe (AI(E)) < 0, 
l 
then 
min Re (A~ (E)) A min Re (Al (c (E))) < max Re (At (c (E))) < max Re (Xl (E)) < 0. 
l l 1 1 
where Re (.) denotes the real part of a complex number. 
For (6), we propose a mixed-type of BCCB preconditioner defined as follows, 
= s (A) ® In - hs (B) ® c(J,~) - hs (C) ® c(D,~). (9) 
For comparison, another BCCB preconditloner S proposed in [10] is introduced, which has the 
following form, 
= s (A) ® I~ - hs (B) ® s (J,~) - hs (C) ® s (D~). (10) 
REMARK 1. It should be pointed out that S can only be defined for J~ and D~ being Toeplitz 
matrices, but T can be defined for any matrix. Therefore, the preconditioner T is much more 
universal than the preconditioner S. We remark here that the advantage of using the BCCB 
preconditioners [P and S is that we can use two-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) to 
solve the preconditioned system. Therefore, the operation cost would be reduced, see [6,7,10,13]. 
3. STABIL ITY  AND INVERT IB IL ITY  
In order to study the invertibility of T, we need to introduce some stability properties of the 
BVM. First, we introduce the characteristic polynomials p(z) and a(z) of the BVM which are 
defined by 
k k 
p (z) =-- Z a, z' and a (z) - Z j3, z', (11) 
3=0 3=0 
where {a,} and {j3,} are given by (4). The Akl,k~-stability polynomial is defined by 
(z, q) = p (z) - q¢ (z ) ,  (12) 
where z, q e C. Let C -  - {q e C : Re(q) < 0}. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [2].) The region, 
Y)k~.k2 = {q E C : 7r(z, q) has kl zeros inside Iz[ = 1 and k~ zeros outside [z I = 1}, 
is called the region of Akl,k2-stability of a given BVM with (kl, k2)-boundary conditions. More- 
over, the BVM is said to be Akl,k2-stable if C-  C_ I)kl,k2. 
Now, we discuss the invertibility of the BCCB preconditioner T defined by (9). Since block- 
circulant with circulant blocks matrices can be diagonalized by the two-dimensional Fourier ma- 
trix FN-kl ®Fn, where FN-k~ is the Fourier matrix of order N - kl and Fn is the Fourier matrix 
of order n, see [6,7]. We have 
( N-k~ ® Fn*) (AA ® In -- hAB ® Aj~ - hAe ® AD~) (Fn ® FN-kx), 
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where AE is the diagonal matrix holding the eigenvalues of s(E) for E = A, B, C, and holding 
the eigenvalues of c(E) for E = Y,, Dn Therefore, by (13), the j l th eigenvalue of T is given by 
(T) = [AA],, -- h [AB]0 a A, (c (Y,)) - h [Ac],, A, (c(D,~)), Aal 
for 3 = 1, 2, . . . ,  N - kl, 1 = 1, 2, . . . ,  n. Let w 3 = e (2~'3)/(N-kl) where z -- x/'-Z1. We have 
= p [AB] , ,  = .  
where p(z) and a(z) are defined as in (11), see [8]. Thus, 
Aat(~')--- 1 [p (w,) - ha (%)(A,  (c (J~)) -w~-'D,, (c (Dn)))] 
W 3 (14) 
1 7r (%,h  [i~z (e(J~)) - wamA, (c(D~))]), 
= W~ 1 
where 7r(., .) is given by (12). We then have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let J,~ and D,~ be normal If the BVM with (kl, k2)-boundary conditions is 
Akl,k2-stable and the conditions in Lemma 1 hold, then T in (9) is invertible. 
PROOF. When J~ and Dn are normal, by Lemma 1, 
1 (J~ + J~) = maxRe (At (J,~)) < 0 I] (Jrt) ~ ~Amax l 
and 
By Lemma 2 and (2), we have 
maxRe (Al (c(J~))) + maxIAl (e(Dn))l < maxRe (Az (J~)) + []Dn[[2 < 0. 
l - -  l 
Then, for any % on the unit circle [z I = 1, 
max Re [A, (c (J,~)) - w 3-reAl (c (D~))] < max Re (Az (c (Jn))) + m~x [Al (c (On))[ < 0. 
l - -  I 
Therefore, for any 3 and l, 
h [Al (c(Jn)) - %-mAz (c(Dn))] 6 C-.  
Since the BVM is Akl,ka-stable, the polynomial, 
~r (z,h [A, (c(g~)) - z-mA, (c(Dn))]), 
has no root on the unit circle [z[ = 1 Thus, by (14), the eigenvalue 
A,~ (~)  g= o, 
for any j and I. It follows that T is invertible. | 
REMARK 2. We emphasize that for the preconditloner S, the invertibility of it is not clear usually. 
Therefore, the preconditioner T is more useful than the preconditioner S. 
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4. SPECTRAL ANALYS IS  AND OPERATION 
We will use the GMRES method to solve the preconditioned system, 
COST 
~- lMy  = T - lb .  
It is well-known that the convergence rate of GMRES methods is closely related to the spectrum 
of the preconditioned matrix T-1M. We have the following theorem. The proof of the theorem 
is straightforward, therefore, we omit it. 
THEOREM 2. Let J,~ and D~ be Toeplitz matrices in the Wiener class (i.e., ~k~___~ ]ak[ < co 
where ak are diagonals of g ,  or D~ as n ~ oo). When n is large, the preconditioned matrix T -1M 
can be written as the sum of the identity matrix, a matrix with rank less than O(mn + N - kx) 
and a matrix with small norm 
As a consequence, the GMRES method, when applied for solving the preconditioned system, 
~- lMy  = T - lb ,  
we expect a fast convergence rate. 
Now, we consider the operation cost. Regarding the cost in each iteration of the GMRES 
method, the main work is the matrix-vector multiplication T - iv ,  where v is a vector. Since ~-1 
can be diagonalized by the two-dimensional Fourier matrix, the matrix-vector multiplication can 
be obtained within O((N-k l )n  log( (N-  kl)n)) operations by using the FFT. For block-circulant 
preconditioners proposed in [8], in each iteration, there are N - kl systems of order n needed 
to be solved. Thus, the complexity in each iteration of our method is much lower than that of 
other methods. We should emphasize that numerical examples in the next section show a fast 
convergence rate for our method. 
5. NUMERICAL  TESTS 
In this section, we illustrate the efficiency of our preconditioner by solving the following prob- 
lems All the experiments were performed in MATLAB 6.5. We used the MATLAB-provided M-file 
"gmres" to solve the preconditioned systems. In our tests, the zero vector is the initial guess and 
the stopping criterion is 
Ilrqll2 < 10-6 
IIrolh 
where rq is the residual after the qth iteration. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
h n Here, J,~ = [ ,3],.3=I with 
y' (t) = JnY (t) + Dny (t - 1), t > O, 
y (t) = (1,1, . . . ,1)  T, t _< O. 
-3  i = j ,  
and D,~ = [d,3],~3=1 with d,j = 1/n (z + 3 - 1). 
EXAMPLE 2 Consider 
y ' (t)  = JnY(t) + Dny( t -  1), t k O, 
y (t) = (1, 1, . . . ,1)  T, t <_ O, 
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Example 1 and Example 2 are solved by using the fifth-order generalized Adams method (GAM) 
for t E [0, 4]. In practice, we do not have the boundary values Yl,. • • , Ykl-1 and YN . . . .  , YN+k~--i 
provided in (5). Instead of giving the above values, kl - 1 initial additional equations and k2 final 
additional equations are given. The equations of the GAM with the corresponding additional 
equations can be found in [1]. We remark that after introducing the additional equations, the 
matrices A, B, and C in (7) are Toeplitz matrices with small rank perturbations• By neglecting 
the small rank perturbations, we can also construct block-circulant preconditioners and BCCB 
preconditioners. 
Tables 1 and 2 list the number of iterations required for convergence of the GMRES method 
with different preconditioners. In the tables, m refers to (3), I means no preconditioner is used, 
and S denotes the Strang-type block-circulant preconditioner defined as in (8). Besides, T and P 
denote the Chan's and Bertaccini's block-circulant preconditioners, respectively. We remark that 











Number of Iterations 
I S T P 
81 5 5 6 
161 4 5 6 
321 3 5 5 
81 4 5 6 
161 3 5 5 
321 3 5 5 
81 4 5 5 
161 3 5 5 
320 3 5 5 







1.51 0 98 
2.70 1.89 
5 2.O4 0.92 
5 3.42 1.65 
5 7.48 3 29 
5 8.42 1.67 
5 14 01 3 34 
5 29 60 6 7O 
CPU t ime (seconds) for Example 2 
Number  of Iteratlons CPU t lme 
n m I S T P S T S S 
20 69 7 9 14 8 7 0 95 0.66 0 60 
24 40 137 6 9 14 8 7 1 54 1 07 1 00 
80 169 6 9 14 8 7 3 56 2.13 1 98 
20 70 7 9 16 8 8 2 68 1 08 1 08 
48 40 139 6 9 16 8 7 4.93 2 10 1 91 
80 273 6 9 15 8 7 11.15 4.35 3.94 
20 70 7 9 18 8 8 13.53 2 11 2 12 
96 40 139 6 9 18 8 7 24 48 4 37 3 96 
80 274 6 9 18 7 7 51 75 8.06 8 10 
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the Chan's block-circulant preconditioner for (6) is defined as 
T - c (A) ® I~ - hc (B) ® Yn - hc (C) ® D~. 
The diagonals of Bertaccin i 's  circulant precondit ioner p(A) for a Toepl i tz mat r ix  
t l A - -  [ z -3 ]w=l  = [tq] 
are defined by 
q 
see [4], and therefore, Bertaccini's block-circulant preconditioner for (6) is defined as 
P =- p (A) ® Is  - hp (B) ® Jn - hp (C) ® Dn. 
and :~ are preconditioners defined by (9) and (10), respectively. 
From Tables 1 and 2, we note that the number of iterations of T are shghtly larger than that 
of some block-circulant preconditioners. However, the CPU time of T is less than those of the 
others especially when n and m are large. For Example 1, since the matrices in DDEs are not 
Toeplitz matrices, the preconditioner S cannot be defined. 
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